The goal of the United World Project is to build a more united world.

Every year a “Pathway” helps us to be more effective in achieving this goal.

**The Targets**

**Pathway of Human Rights, Peace, Legality and Justice**

- Inspire a new generation of Peacemakers.
- Recognize and promote Human Rights.
- Ensure better access to Justice and defend the dignity of life of every person.
- Promote the practice of Legality against all forms of corruption.

These four targets help us to achieve the ultimate goal of building a united world.

**But, how?**

We believe starting from small personal actions can bring about big changes. We propose 3 simple steps that everyone can try: Learn, Act, Share.
**STEP 1. LEARN**

Use the **Pathway kit** to learn about Human Rights, Peace, Legality and Justice. Be inspired to be #InTime4Peace.

**Organize events** in your city to learn more about these topics.

Go to the **United World Summer School** on human rights.

---

**STEP 2. ACT**

Engage in **#InTime4Peace actions**, small or big, in your city, neighbourhood, school or workplace.

**Respond to local and global needs** by engaging in actions, personal and collective, for Human Rights, Peace, Legality and Justice.

**Build networks** or **join actions** and projects working to be #InTime4Peace.

Organize or participate in the **United World Week** and **Run4Unity** in your city or country.

Practice **TimeOut**: stop for 1 minute each day to reflect or pray for peace.

**Join the international #InTime4Peace campaigns.**

---

**STEP 3. SHARE**

**Inspire the world** to act by sharing your experiences and actions using **#InTime4Peace**.

If you find a story that inspires you, **share it with us - in this LINK!**

**Join Pathway’s social media campaigns** on the United World Project Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

---

Keep connected!

www.unitedworldproject.org

/uwpofficial /unitedworldproject /uwp_official